The two longest wavelength electronic transitions of the quinhydrones 1 and the dependence of transition energies and intensities on the mutual orientation of hydroquinone and £>-benzoquinone is studied within semiempirical JI-theory. The results are in good agreement with the experimental UV-VIS spectra of closely related cyclophanequinhydrones. The study is extended to the yet unknown quadruple-layered systems 2 which consist of two quinhydrone moieties. 2 ( ß. a, , a 2 ) S iven in degrees).
. Some quinhydrone-cyclophanes and related models (a is 2 ( ß. a, , a 2 ) S iven in degrees).
(orientation) parameter a. 1(0) and 1(60) represent models for the cyclophanes la or lc and lb, respectively.
In order to keep the analysis of the orientation dependence as simple as possible we will not take into account the deformations of the conjugated units, the inductive effect of the methylene groups, nor any through-bond interaction via the bridges. Since they are not crucial for the lower excited states (or are compensating each other) as can be concluded from the similarity of the long wavelength part of the UV-VIS spectra of [ 7 procedure for calculating the transanular resonance integrals [6] show that through-bond interaction has only a small effect on the frontier orbitals of quinhydrone systems quite in contrast to what was found with hydrocarbon-cyclophanes [7] .
Our investigation is extended to the double quinhydrone systems 2 (ß,01,02) where ß represents the mutual orientation of the two quinhydrone moieties HI QI and H2 Q2 and AI that of HI and QI within the quinhydrone HiQi (cf. Fig. 1 ). To our knowledge none of the correspondent quadruple-layered cyclophanes have been synthesized. 2 a and 2 b present examples for our models 2 (0,0,0) and 2 (60,120,120). Besides the terminal quinhydrone systems HIQI and H2 Q2 in 2 we can recognize a third one formed by the inner conjugated subsystems QI and H2. Consequently several CT excitation types can be discriminated, i.e. HI-^QI, H2->Q2, H2^QI, and HI-^Q2, whereas only the CT excitation H-^Q is possible with 1(a). 
Computational Procedure

Ab initio
Results and Discussion
Numerical results for quinhydrones 1. In composite molecular systems like 1 one encounters a CT ('CP-effect' [4, 17] , however, we try to avoid the word 'effect' here, see [18] ) and such compounds can be called CT-systems in the ground state if there exists a donor and an acceptor. Consequently 1 is a CT-system with H as donor and Q as acceptor although the CT (here alw r ays understood as an electron transfer) H->Q is small. For example, the CT varies between 0.04 for 1 (0) and 0.02 for 1 (90). A larger CT in the ground state can be expected only with much stronger donor/acceptor pairs [11] .
The numerical results of the configuration interaction calculations for 1 (a) are given in Table I . 
The coupling of the CE's 999->9?io and cps-xpio is insignificant even with finite transanular interaction.
As can be seen from Fig. 4 the MO energies ei and consequently the MO energy differences A eik vary with a. According to the interaction schemes it is obvious that zlf9io should become smaller and A es xo should increase with enhanced a. This is confirmed by the calculated A £910 and A £gio values given in Table II The orientation dependence of the longest wavelength absorption band, which should be well separated from the next absorption bands since the fourth excitation is higher in energy by at least 0.6 eV, will show up mainly in small shifts of the band maximum and possibly the band shape.
<P9~+(P10
The investigated three excited states are nearly exclusively linear combinations of the four configurations 9?i7->9?i9, 9?I7~>9>20, 9518-^^20, and cpiz-xpiv. They are CE's since cpn and 991g are mainly localized on Hi or H2 whereas 9919 and 9920 on Qi or Q2. The first three configurations correspond predominantly to CE's Hi->Qi, H2-»Q2, and HJ->QI which are characterized due to similar excitation energies, e.g. with 2(0,0,0) they differ by less than 0.13 eV. The configuration 9518 ->9919 describes predominantly a CE Hi ^Qo being higher in energy by about 0.5 eV on the average due to the large HI-*-Q2 separation.
Conclusion
In this communication we studied the dependence of the CT excitations of the quinhydrone systems 1 (a) as a function of the orientation parameter a. A satisfactory explanation could be given for the characteristic differences in the longest wavelength part of the UV-VIS spectra of la and lb [1] .
The excitation energies Sik of the two CE's with lowest energy proved to be proportional to the corresponding MO energy differences A eik. Furthermore these CE's remain almost uncoupled and dominate the wave-functions of the two lowest excited singlet states. Therefore our simple Hückel type calculations [4] describe properly the aforementioned differences between la and lb. For 0 < a < 60 the Hückel excitation energies obtained with a new approach for the transanular resonance integrals [6] correlate perfectly with the Sik values calculated in this work. A total break-down of the Hückel approach for calculating excitation energies is encountered with systems like 2 where the states are dominated by important (nearly first order) configuration interaction. Furthermore the Hückel theory is unable to discriminate energetically between the CE's Hi-^Qi, H2-»Q2 or H2->QI and the CE Hi^Q2.
Finally our analysis of the electronic structure of quinhydrones revealed that the frontier orbitals are mainly localized on either H or Q even with nonvanishing transanular resonance integrals. Therefore through-bond interaction is unimportant for transitions which are dominated by CE's or local excitations restricted to these frontier orbitals or generally to those orbitals which are not considerably delocalized over the whole quinhydrone system. The author wishes to thank Professor H. A. Staab for his interest in this research and for providing the UV-VIS spectra of la and lb. This work was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and the Fonds der Chemie. The calculations were carried out on the IBM 370/168 computer of the Universitätsrechenzentrum Heidelberg.
